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DA Probe
of Prunty
Continues

Gore vs. Dole in '88?
Two writers analyze
the candidates.

Taxi enlivens
south-of-Market
restaurant scene.

In new release, Sting
shines "Nothing Like
the Sun."
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by James P. Ballantine
and Theodore L. Laufer
The Law News has learned
that an investigation by the the
San Francisco District Attorney
into the alleged improper use of
discretionary funds by former
Dean Prunty is still pending.
According to Deputy District
Attorney John Carbone, who is
conducting the investigation, a
resolution of the investigation is
expected by the end of the year.
This investigation is entirely
unrelated to the one being conducted by the Attorney General.
The Hastings Board of Directors called for the District Attorney to investigate possible
violations of the California penal code by Dean Prunty last
April. The Board's charges that
Prunty had improperly used
Hastings funds lead to Prunty's
suspension and ultimate resignation.
According to Mr. Carbone, the
discretionary funds used by
Prunty differed from those used
by previous deans in that they
were significantly larger, and
were controlled through independent bank accounts rather
than through Hastings' internal fiscal operations.
Background
Dean Prunty came to Hastings in 1979 as Academic
continued on page is
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Funds payback negotiations must be
wrapped up soon, AG declares
by Theodore L. Laufer
and James P. Ballantine
Last Friday, Hastings' Board
of Directors examined possible
plans for settling negotiations
with the California Attorney
General and ending the West
Block controversy, the Law
News has learned. The West
Block property may be mortgaged or sold in order to secure
funds to repay scholarship accounts. Funds from the endowments were improperly used to
acquire the properties in the
1970's.
The Attorney General initiated its investigation late last
year after fiscal improprieties

were uncovered by the Auditor
General.
The Attorney General's office
is demanding that Hastings
make full restitution of scholarship funds improperly used to
purchase West Block real estate. The office's investigation
has determined that a $2.6 million repayment is necessary to
restore the principle and interest to the various funds improperly used, and IS demanding a
cash repayment. No civil or

EUljene Freeland, a member of the class of 1951, has donated to
the CoUege a stained glass window which was designed and executed by San Marcos artist John Bera. The window was recently
instaUed above the main entrance to the McAllister Tower.
A formal presentation to the CoUege will be held in February
when Mr. Freeland will be in San Francisco. He is a former president of the Hastings Alumni Association Board of Governors and
the 1066 Foundation Board of Trustees. A resident of Rancho
Santa Fe, he is a partner in the San Diego firm of Gray, Cary, Ames

•

criminal charges will be filed if
the funds are fully repaid by
the end of the year.
However, according to Carole
Kornblum, Assistant Attorney
General, the individual Board
members responsible for the
improper transactIOns have
been identified for possible civil
action, if the funds are not repaid . "We know who made the
diversions," she remarked. "It is
clear who sat on the Board
when the decisions tto use re-

Curriculum survey
shows students want
major changes
by David Marsh &
Denise Karr
Special to the Law News

"Frye.

l'<>IICm(' 21 •.\"

Over 250 students recently
took part in a survey on Hastings curriculum issues. The
survey showed that students
are in favor of a number of sigmficant changes.
The survey was designed and
distributed by student representatives on the Curriculum
Commitee in an effort to get a
sense of student concerns on a
wide range of curriculum issues. This information will help
guide and add weight to our efforts to advocate curriculum
changes. We also hope that it
will inspire widespread discussion of vital curriculum issues.
Although the survey IS far from
scientifically infallible, it represents a strong enough sampling
(over 20'1( of the student body)
to bring to light the need to consider some major changes at
Hastings.
First-year curriculumStudents voted nearly four to
one in favor of reducing Torts
and/or Contracts to one semester. Of those supporting such a
proposal. Torts led Contracts by

nearly a two-to-one margin as
the class best suited for conversion from a year-long to a semester-long course.
Students were not nearly as
clear as to what course or
courses they would like to fill
the void. The survey suggested
five alternatives. A proposal to
bring one l'emester of Constitutional Law into the first-year
curriculum received the most
votes. but it was not a clear victory. Students also liked the
idea of putting Criminal Procedure into the first-year curriculum.
The rest of this close vote was
evenly divided between allowmg
a free elective, putting Professional Responsibility into the
first year. and converting Property to a year-long course. Note
that the latter, while drawmg
comparable numbers of support
votes, also drew the largest
n umber of opposing vote· of the
five choices.
A proposal to partially nix
the first-year class sections was
strongly supported. Under the
plan. students would have at
least . orne classes with students from other sections.
There were tw'O implementatIOn
continued on page S

stricted funds for West Block
purchases) were made" She
added that even if the identities
of the individuals involved were
unknown, repayment of the
funds is "ultimately the directors' responsibIlity."
The Board. in closed session.
examined various alternatives
for raising the cash necessary
to effect the restitution. According to Harold Dobbs, chairman
of the Board. a specific plan for
repayment was not reached.
Dobbs refused to comment on a
timefrarnc for a repayment. but
noted that the Board will consider the Issue at Its December
meeting.
Kornblum indicated that her
office was extremely displeased
that a cash repayment has not
yet been forthcoming from Hastings. Repayment was to have
taken place in August. but was
delayed pending an appraisal of
the West Block properties. The
appraisal, complell·d last
month, found the West Block's
value, according to Dobbs,
ｾｱｵｩｴ･＠
substantial." Now that
the appraisal is in. Dobbs is
"convinced we will solve the
problem with the Attorney General and put it behind us."
According to Dobbs. the money for the repayment will be
raised either by selling or encumbering the West Block properties. While the board hired a
real estate ｣ｯｮＮｾｵｬｴ｡＠
to develop plans for the po. sible u e' of
the West Block property, Dobbs
hinted that their. ale was very
likely. "Ha tings ought to ·tay
out of the real estate buslnes,,"
he commented. He added that
plan to construct the Golden
Gate building are "In abey·
ance," and that further expansIOn is unnecessary becau e
exIsting academIC faCliJtles are
"more than adequate" to meet
Hasting .' needs.
According to Kornblum, once
the money is repaid, a consent
decree will be issued detailing
the terms of the settlement. The
misappropnated monies will be
placed in a newly created tru. t
C'ontinued on page IS
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November meeting

Board approves gym, considers West Block
by James P. Ballantine,

Staff political writer

Meeting last Friday, Hastings' Board of Directors reviewed the progress of the Dean
search committee , and approved plans to continue with
the development of a gym in
McAllister Tower. The Board
also met in closed session for almost three hours, during which
it examined alternative solubons for ending the Attorney
General's investigation of the
West Block controversy (see story, p. 1).
Board members attending the
November 13 meeting were
Chairman Harold S. Dobbs,
Vice Chairman Myron "Doc"
Etienne, Ralph Abascal, John
Knox, James Mahoney, and
Charlene Mitchell. Communicating by speaker phone during
part of the meeting was Kneeland H. Lobner. Absent were Joseph
Cotchett,
Jan
Lewenhaupt, and John Sproul.

The Board voted to proceed
without delay with renovation
of the gym facilities in the basement of McAllister Tower.
Funding is currently available
for renovation of existing facilities, but construction of new facilities, such as locker rooms
and showers, will be delayed
until further funding is secured. Annual operating costs
of the gym are expected to be
$11,400 (which IS approximately $8 per student). To cover
these costs, the Board is considering establishing user fees, increasing student fees, or some
combination of these means.
Student fees are currently $25
per year.
The national search for a
dean is progressing, according
to Ralph Abascal, chairman of
the search committee. Advertisements in national periodicals and professional journals
have brought some response.
Law school deans are also being
solicited for recommendations
of' candidates. Abascal also emphasized a desire of input from

all aspects of the Hastings community, including alumni, faculty, and students, as well as
from other members of the
Board. Professor Samuel Thurman, chairman of the faculty
Executive Committee also emphasized the need for such input.
ASH President Ellen Schned
reported that a petition calling
for the placement of a student
on the Dean search committee
had received some 400 student
signatures. She voiced support
for the Board's action in proceeding with plans for the gym,
and indicated that she would
help develop a plan for funding
the annual operating -costs.
Schned also requested Board
support for a student loan amnesty program.
Abascal, who is also chairman of the Board's bylaws committee, reported that a draft of
proposed new by-laws should be
submitted to the Board for examination at its next meeting.
Abascal confirmed to the Law
News that no comprehensive

version of Hastings' by-laws
currently exists. The bylaws
were last redrafted in 1970.
Since then, they have been
amended by the Board. However, these amendments have
not been compiled into one document, so that no accurate delineation of the rules governing
the operation of the college exists. Abascal expects this situation to be corrected in
approximately six months, after
the Board approves a final draft
of the new by-laws.
The Board reviewed a listing
of all checks for over $10,000 issued by Hastings since September 11. These included $15,000
to Haley, O'Brien & O'Brien for
an appraisal of West Block
property, $19,227 to Bedford
Consultants for consulting services on the installation of a
new computer system, and a
$20,944 transfer of 1987-88
student fees to ASH. While the
semester began in August, ASH
did not receive these fees until
late October.
The Board ratified a recom-

mendation by Chief Financial
Officer Robert Kerley to hire a
real estate consultant. The consultant, who was not identified,
had worked as an administrator in the DC
system handling real estate
transactions, Kerley said. The
contract fee provisions are $100
per hour, with a $25,000 maximum fee limit. Kerley stated
that the services of the consultant had already been utilized,
since he had helped develop
material that was to be presented in the closed session.
Mahoney's requests for more information regarding the background of the consultant were
deferred for discussion during
the closed session. According to
Dobbs, the function of this consultant will be to develop alternative plans for the long-range
use of West Block properties.
Some questions regarding the
use of funds generated by Hastings' development program
arose during the Board's consideration of the non-state budcontinued on page 14

{rom the President

ASH COllllllittees lllaking progress
by Ellen Schned

ASH President

In an effort to fulfill our goal
of increasing student input at
Hastings, several committees
were established by ASH to
work work with the faculty and
administration on areas of student concern. Both ASH members and students at large were
selected for the committees,
which include: Career Services,
Financial Aid, Student Services, Food Services; Records,
Alumni Relations, Arts and
Recreation, P.R. and Communications and a Student Advisory
Dean Search Committee.
The purpose of these committees is to determine areas that
need improvement by getting
student input, and working
with the department directors
to make necessary changes. For
example, the Student Services
Committee is attempting to
either extend library hours during dead week and finals, or
keep the New Commons open
until 1:00 a.m. as an alternate
study location. The Financial
Aid Committee is working to
protect students future loan eligibility, in light of current legislative changes which makes it
substantially more difficult to
obtain G.8.L.'s. The Alumni
Committee is actively working
to strengthen ties with alumni
in an effort to increase alumni
support of the college and to improve job networking. The Career Services Committee will

work to increase the representation of firms, special interest
organizations, government
agencies and the public sector
at the Career Placement Center.
Students have also been appointed to serve as voting members on the following Faculty
Committees: Curriculum, Admissions Policy, Admissions
Process, Library, Financial Aid!
Career Services, Disqualified
Students, and Academic Standards.
The Faculty Committees establish general policies for each
department, while the student
committes will work on the day
to day issues that arise.
ASH has also formed a 1st
and 2nd Year Steering Committee, responsible for planning
class events and one major
school wide event. The 1st Year
Steering Committee, chaired by
Kari Erickson, is planning a
semi-formal dance, Friday January 15th, open to the entire
Hastings community. It will be
held at the Marines Memorial
Officers Club. Exquisite hors
d'oeuvres, spirits, great music
and dancing are included in the
ticket price.
The 3rd Year Council, chaired
by Barb Rizzieri, is in the process of securing a Commencement speaker and planning the
3rd year graduation party. The
council is actively raising money to reduce graduation expenses.
Football season was a tremendous success, thanks to the
planning of ASH Arts and Rec-

reation Director Frank Watson,
and the participation of twelve
intramural teams. Special congraulations goes to the winning
team, the "Blue Veleveteers."
An ASH aerobics program
has begun, which meets in the
mezzanine of McAllister Tower,
Mondays at 6:15 and Tuesday
through Thursday at 5:15.
Everyone is invited to participate, no previous aerobics background is required. There are
both beginner and intermediate
classes.
Finally, in order to best serve
the needs of campus organizations, ASH is purchasing a stereo and P.A. system. This will be
available for dances, beer on the

beaches, rallys, guest speakers,
the aerobics program, and Law
Revue. Thousands of dollars
will be saved anually since
groups will no longer have to
rent this equipment from outside sources or pay the facilities
or audiovisual charges currently imposed by the school.
Once again, I welcome your
ideas and suggestions and encourage your participation in
campus events and organizations. Anyone interested in
serving on a student committee
please notify me or an ASH representative who are as follows :
Executive Officers: v.P. Irene
Bueno, Treasurer Leora Goren,
Arts and Rec. Director Frank

Watson, Secretary Susan
Burns. 3rd Year Reps.: Susan
Applegate, Craig Bloom, Donna
Elazar, Bill Freeman, Denise
Karr, Rudy Kraft, Barb Rizzieri, Scott Schiff, Kristina
Schmidt, Joy Warren. 2nd Year
Reps.: Matt Davis, Kim Gelman, Dave Granucci, Rickey
Green, Gloria Lee, Gina Limandri, Susan Lindquist, Valerie
Purnell, Steve St. Julian, Steven Yang. 1st Year Reps.: David
Anderson, Lani Battiste, Phyllis Bursh, Tony Leto, Peter Loblack, Teryl Murabayashi, Tim
Cavanaugh, Kari Erickson,
Kenneth Julian, Irma PerezCordova, Jeff Scharfen, and Jim
Wiley.
_

ASH Record
Council investing in audio system
Meeting of October 12
The ASH council adopted a
Burns to esmotion by ｾｵｳ｡ｮ＠
tablish guidelines applicable to
student requests for special
event funding. Four groups of
criteria having successively less
importance were approved and
divided into "tiers:"
Tier 1: size of the organization, planned ' activities, and
services provided; tier 2: past
activities; tier 3: fundraising efforts and the existence of dues;
tier 4, permanency of the organization.
The council also adopted
standing Finance Committee
policies in deciding not to fund

travel or events or items already rejected in the budget
process. The council agreed to
consider mitigating factors
such as a group's total assets,
fundraising possibilities, and
whether, on policy grounds, the
event in question should be
funded by Hastings.
In other action, tne council
allocated $210 to Dickinson International Law Society and
HICLR for a speaker on war in
Mghanistan.
Meeting of October 19
Ellen Schned offered an update on the construction of a
gymnasium in McAllister Tower. Schned said she had met

with Community Relations
Diretor Bob Irwin, development
counsel Roger Hardy, and the
architect, who outlined the following courses of action:
(a) suggestion for an alternate area for the gym in the
basement.
(b) that the city include in
any budget for the Great Hall
and Black Box plans to reimburse the school any money invested in the project. Donors to
the gym want line item reimbursement on future Great Hall
construction so if such construction destroys the gymnasium or
impinges on it, sources funding
continued on page 13
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DA reports on Prunty tnislllanagelllent
Dean. He became Dean in December 1979 after the departure of then Dean Marvin
Anderson. According to Hastings Chairman of the Board
Harold Dobbs, Anderson's departure was precipitated by
charges that the school had improperly invested scholarship
and other funds in West Block
real estate. The discovery of the
misappropriations was apparently made by a Deloitte, Haskins and SeUs internal audit.
Trouble started for Dean
Prunty in 1986 after the release
of the Auditor General's report.
Apparently Prunty feU into disagreement with chairman
Dobbs and General Counsel Jamison over how to respond to
the report. Relations between
Prunty and a majority of the
Board of Directors, led by
Dobbs, became increasingly bitter during the spring of 1987.
It appears that during the
Board's March meeting, in
closed session, Dean Prunty
was stripped of his fiscal duties.

The Board hired Robert Kerley,
a retired vice chancellor for
administration at UC Berkeley,
to oversee Hastings' finances
for 90 days. Under this plan,
Prunty retained authority over

academic matters, the faculty,
lobbying, and long range planning. No information was given
by the Board of Directors to explain the reason for this restructuring. Professors were
particularly concerned about
not being consulted.
During the Board's meeting
on April 22, in closed session,
the Board voted 6-4 to suspend
Prunty indefinitely, with pay,
effective June 1. According to
the Board, Prunty had abused
discretionary funds under his
control. Dobbs hinted that other
funds were involved.
As these charges became public, there was much speculation
by certain Board members that
the Prunty suspension was an
attempt to divert attention from
other Board members' alleged
involvement with the endowment fund misappropriations.
Board member Jan Lewenhaupt
commented: "I feel strongly
that this is a huge smoke
screen to protect Harold Dobbs
and his former associate director, Max Jamison . ...The two
were on the board at the time
the funds were misappropriated . Jamison's been working
against the dean for as long as
I've been on the board."

Board heard specific charges ner, this act vIolated t he
against Prunty, and referred Board's written rules requiring
these charges to the District At- two signatures on all accounts.
torney for possible penal code Kane added that the account
violations. Special Counsel was being handled outside of
Robert Kane, an attorney and the school's normal fiscal proretired judge retained by the cedures.
The Board (via Kane )
Board to represent Hastings in
the Attorney General's investi- charged that Prunty misused
gation, outlined the allegations about $250,000 of these funds.
Allegedly improper expendiagainst Prunty.
tures from fund included: BoAn audit by the accounting hemian club membe rship
firm of Peat, Marwick uncov- payments; educational fees for
ered the existence of a dean's of- two administrators; a no-interfice account. The account was est personal loan to Dolter;
established at Bank of America travel and entertainment exin 1979 under name of Gradu- penses; traffic tickets; and a poate Tax Program Account with litical donation (for women to
funds donated by Professor Pe- attend a lunch hosted by Willie
ter Maier. Signatories on the Brown). Allegedly improper deaccount included then-Dean posits to the account included:
Anderson. The fund was never rental money from ABC for
used for this purpose, since space for a satellite dish during
plans for the tax program were the Democratic convention; proscrapped. Prunty aUegedly took ceeds of sale of a donated JagAnderson's place as signator uar automobile; oil well income
and changed the account so donated by Maier for academic
that it required only one sIgna- purposes; scholarship funds to
ture. According to Kane and help an Asian student.
Board Member Kneeland Lob-
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Alleged improprieties also involved the $108,000 Tiscornia
Fund, donated for research by
real property professors. Prunty allegedly took the money,
without informing the Board,
and opened an account at Pacific Bank on which he and Dolter
were mdividual signatories.
Soon after these allegations
were made, the Board voted 6-4
on May 19, in special session, to
suspend Prunty immediately
(instead of June 1).
On June 9, in another 6-4
split, the Board voted to fire
Prunty. The Board then, in a
brief closed door session, rescinded its firing of Prunty and
accepted his resignation, effective July 1. Under the provisions of the action, Prunty
would retain his tenured professorship and resume teaching
in one year. It was reported that
the compromise was arranged
after Prunty's attorneys ,
E. Margolin & J . Shopoff, had
threatened to sue Hastings for
wrongful termination and libel.
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Curriculum changes favored in student survey
continrred from page 1
options in the survey. Instead of
having Legal Writing and Research classes made up entirely
of people from one's own section, the LWR classes would be
selected randomly from all sections. The option is to combine
all sections for courses lasting
only one semester. For example,
under the current first-year
curriculum, classes for Criminal Law and Property would be
composed of students from all
sections.
AboliBh the grading BYBtem?-On perhaps the hottest
issue on the survey, by a four. to-one margin students overwhelmingly supported abolishing the grading system. 201 of
257 students who expressed an
opinion on this issue voted in
favor of replacing the current
grading system with some sort
of pass/fail system. In addition,
more students made this a first
priority than any other suggested curriculum change in the
poll.
The proposal is highly controversial. The survey indicates
that any students feel that the
current grading system is an
arbitrary and inadequate way
of distinguishing students.
These students feel that employers should look beyond the
practice of screening students
solely based on class rank and
GPA. Professors are also

charged with being unable to
justify the subtle distinctions in
grading when it comes down to
assigning a letter grade to exams that are often similar. Others feel the ·current grading
system creates unnecessary
and unhealthy competition and
divisiveness among students
striving to beat out each other
for top grades.
On the other hand, students
in favor of the present grading
system argue that no particular
grading system will ever ameliorate the inherent pressure of
law school. Besides, the current
grading system serves us well.
Employers demand to know
about class rank and GPA-it's
the first thing they look at. If
Hastings adopted a pass-fail
system, employers would bypass Hastings on the interviewing circuit because they would
not have a mechanism to distinguish who among us is really
qualified.
Another argument in support
of retruning our present grading system is that Hastings
simply is not as prestigious as
Boalt, Yale, or other top-ten
schools which employ a passfail system. Therefore, Hastings
must distinguish our leading
candidates by class rank in order to be competitive with other

top schools. To compound the
situation we are in compeition
in the Bay Area with students
from Boalt and Stanford. FinalIy, even if Hastings were to
adopt a system like Boalt's,
where students are given high
honors, honors, pass, and no
pass, this is just a "wolf in
sheep's clothing." Their
four category distinction merely substitutes words for letter
grades.
Despite all the solid arguments for and agamst changing
Hastings' grading system, what
is undeniable is that students
in this poll overwhelmingly oppose the current system.
Constitutional Law---o.boliBh year-end final-Students
voted nearly three to one to replace the current year-end final
in Con Law with two equally
weighted semester tests . A
drawback of this change would
be the additional pressure on
students in the first semester
when Moot Court already pushes many to the limit. However,
the survey seems to indicate
that students seem to prefer
this to the pressure of having to
review a year's worth of Constitutional Law with only one
chance to display their knowledge.
Additional claBBeB and

"WE COpy BRIEFS ....
LET US COpy YOURS !"

ｾＺＮ＠

seminars needed-This was a
difficult area to poll because
each student has his or her own
particular area of interest. International Law grabbed the
most votes for more courses. In
second place, students would
like more public interest law
classes and seminars. Students
also want more advocacy and
litigation classes. Conversely, a
significant number of students
indicated that they would like
less business and commercial
law courses.
The survey covered general
course topic areas but students
were encouraged to write in
specific choices. However, the
wealth of additional student
suggestions has not yeat been
tallied. However, one clear preliminary finding is that students demand more practiceoriented courses . Numerous
students complained about the
lack of courses teaching skills
like writing complaints, motions, and other practical lawyering skills. In this vein, many
students demanded more contract-writing seminars. The
faculty may object that these
suggestions would convert Hastings to a trade school. However, many students feel that
focusing on practical skills is
the wave of the future and Hastings is lagging behind the
times.

Other findings-The proposal to add more condensed,
early-testing classes for Professional Responsibility receIved
more uncontested support than
any other question posed in the
survey. Students voted 12 to 1
in favor of the idea.
Students were also strongly
in favor of expanding the current maximum of 12 units allowed
for clinical
and
extern ship work.
Conclusion-Although
change does not always come
easy at Hastings, we are hopeful that this poll will help lead
to some real progress m shaping the curriculum. The results
of the survey will be distributed
to the curriculum committee
faculty members along with the
faculty as a whole. Proposals
for specific changes will first be
addressed by the Curriculum
Committee, chaired by Professor Grodin and composed of
Professors Jung, Martinez,
Massey, and Hutton. Now that
these strong student views on
various curriculum issues have
been documented and published, it is our hope that increased dialogue will also be
fostered. In turn this will also
help increase the chances for
significant change at Hastings.
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Coupon
WHOLE VIRGINIA HAM
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En Bane

AG should disclose
responsible parties
The Attorney General's office has proposed several measures to
solve the West Block funds controversy. It has demanded that the
Hastings Board of Directors repay all ｭｩｳ｡ｰｲｯｾｴ･､＠
funds in
cash. It has also proposed creating a new govermng body for the
endowment funds, excluding membership to any individual who
was a member of the Board of Directors during the time the mIsappropriations occured. We endorse these proposals. The Attorney
General's office has indicated, however, that it will not disclose the
names of those individuals responsible for the improprieties. We
disagree' with this decision.
.
The investment by the Board of Directors of a substantial percentage of its restricted endowments in long-term, non-income producing capital assets was a breach of fiduciary duty to the funds'
student income beneficiaries.
Full disclosure is necessary to indicate that Hastings recognizes
its past indiscretions and to affirm Hastings' commitment to put
its house back in order. Disclosure is necessary to restore the confidence of faculty, students', the legal community, and the public
that Hastings is moving forward with this affirmation in good
faith. Finally, disclosure is necessary because nondisclosure perpetuates the uneasy feeling that "somebody got off the hook." To
withhold the names of the individuals involved will not clean
house; rather, nondisclosure will merely sweep the mess under the
carpet.
While disclosure is necessary, a lawsuit is not. Civil actions consume precious time and money. If full restitution is made promptly,
the College will save legal expenses and have present use of the
funds. More importantly, a lawsuit will continue to besmirch Hastings' name, impede the development of academic programs, an.d
inhibit faculty and students from coming here. Lastly, a lawswt
will prevent development of the West Block, a legitimate and
worthwhile project. Given full restitution, a lawsuit will only disclose the misappropriators; litigation becomes redundant if that
disclosure is made. Full disclosure, complete restitution, and procedural safeguards for future endowment administration are the
proper remedies. Any subsequent resignation of a named individual would be his decision alone.
Still unresolved is the method by which the Board intends to
repay the restricted endowments. Two proposals have been advanced thus far: sell the West Block property, or encumber it. We
believe the latter alternative is the better one.
As initially conceived, the Hastings Law Center project was designed to create an integrated "campus" on the West Block. According to the 1977 Environmental Impact Report, however, much
of the proposed Golden Gate Building would have been leased to
governmental and commercial tenants; such use would not measurably have served any academic purpose. Moreover, since 1977
Hastings has acquired both McAllister Tower and the KGO Building. Hence the need for additional construction for academic facilities has been further reduced. Since there is no need to retain
West Block property for expansion, the argument goes, it should
be sold. However, there are alternatives to the preceding scenario. For example, if the 198 McAllister and KGO buildings were
sold, the proceeds could be used to develop the West Block into the
campus as originally envisaged. While this particular proposal
may prove to be unworkable, any potential academic expansion is
destroyed if the properties are sold. If they are retained and encumbered, however, discussion over future use is still possible.
In any event, the principal proceeds of a sale would have to be
reinvested. The West Block property, as its high appreciation and
potential income producing capacity denote, is a prudent investment. The school would therefore dispose of a clearly solid investment in favor of an unknown and potentially inferior one.
Hastings was established as the law school of the University of
California. It is uniquely situated in the heart of the San Francisco
Civic Center-walking distance from all municipal, county, state
and federal offices; state superior, appellate and supreme courts;
and federal district and appellate courts. No other major law
school has a comparable laboratory for the benefit of its students.
Yet Hastings has always lacked a campus. Hastings will want for
the university environment necessary for truly great law school
until it acquires one.
Though the sources of funds for West Block purchases were improper, the purchases themselves were not-the Law Center was
conceived in thE' best interests of Hastings. Hastings should therefore recognize its past mistakes, correct them, and carryon.
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Letters to the Editor
Letters are accepted lrom
anyone but must be typed or
legibly handwritten doublespaced. Letters should be
clearly marked as such and
must bear the writer's signature, name and telephone

number. Frequent or lengthy
contributors will be limLted
to ensure that a lorum IS
auailable to eueryone. We
cannot print letters without
signatures, but names will be
withheld upon request il the

circumstances warrant such
action. Letters do not represent the opinion ol the Law
News, its staff, or Hastings
. College ol the Law.
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NCAA football
would put us on
the map
To the Editor:
Our anonymity worries me.
From what I gather, I'm supposed to start looking for a job
next year. Has anyone south of
Market or east of Jones ever
heard of Hastings?
Somehow, we've got to get
Hastings on the map. Riots
usually make national headlines. I tried to start one the
other day but none of the beach
lizards seemed interested. We
could change the name of the
school to something that makes
people laugh. Unfortunately,
"Slippery Rock" and Stanford
have already been used.
The answer, of course, is that
we need a football team. The
fastest way to get one would be
to have the directors buy the
Forty-Niners with revenue from
the KGO building. The only
drawback is that most of the
players would be ineligible for
NCAA play. Normally, it
wouldn't be such a big deal, but
I hear the NCAA is actually
starting to enforce a couple of
their rules.
Then again, we could do it the
old-fashioned way by recruiting
players from within our student
body. We'd need a coach. I hear
Joe Kapp is available. We'd
need a stadium-the Stick
might soon be free. We'd need
some school colors. Anything
but red or Westwood sissy-blue
would be fine.
The time committment from
the players would be minimal
since we wouldn't have to practice in the formal sense. I mean,
we could just get together on
Monday nights, consume grain
protein, and intellectualize
about the merits and shortcomings of the teams on the tube.
Our strategy would be simple
and sensible: stay away from
the steroid monsters at all
costs. Mter all, you don't have
to win to gain football notoriety.
See Northwestern u. Anybody,
00 N.w. 40+ (1980-83?).
It's do-able. The PAC 11?
Kevin Hicks
First Year Student

Republicans
invisible
To the Editor:
I have a pleasant bit of news
to report to the more liberallyminded students at Hastings:
Now that the Hastings Republicans & the Federalist Society
are defunct, there is not one officially registered Republicanconservative type student group
on campus this year. I can only
hope it is a sign of the times, at
least at Hastings if not society
in general, that the Republicans are fading back into the
woodwork. However, for the
sake of a balanced perspective,
I regrettably confess it best to
have at least some limited exposure to the views of the political right.
For example, in putting together a debate on the Bork
nomination, the Hastings Public Interest Law Foundation
was able to get quick co-sponsorship from the NLG and the
Hastings Democrats, but we
searched to no avail to find an
existing Republican group to
co-sponsor the debate and to
put forth a pro-Bork debater.
The gauntlet is tossed, Republicans--come out of the closet!
David Marsh
Third Year Student

Publius erroneous
Sinistro Publius' column attacking a member of the Class
of 1987 (''Rumblings,'' Oct. 15
issue) lacked the elements of
professionalism and credibility
that I expect of a newspaper.
The article contained obvious
bias and unverifiable, conclusory statements.
The fact that the colllll1nist
failed to cite the identities of his
characters or one valid source
for any of his allegations did not
stop my investigation in such a
small community as Hastings.
His character, the Lower Official, is undoubtedly Patsy Oppenheim, the person with whom
my investigation of this matter
began. Mter speaking with Oppenheim, the General Counsel,
and the Records Office, it became very clear that the columnist's soliloquy was nothing

more than speculation.
Shortly before last year ended, an examination of a student
was made by an impartial tribunal made up of an administrator, a professor and a
student. The columnist was not
involved. As with any sensitive
matter involving a student, the
proceedings .were confidential
and remain so to this day. In
addition, a seal was placed on
the file covering this matter so
it carmot be opened to a student
or the public. The requirement
of confidentiality and the seal
apply to all persons who officially participated in the proceeding. The result is that no
one who was involved in the
proceeding is allowed to talk
about it nor was one shred of
evidence availiable to an investigator.
Since the columnist did not
personally participate in the
proceedings, and because he
cites no source, I am left to assume that either he is committing acts of espionage, or is
reporting on gossip. Obviously,
this is a sensitive topic. Conclusory statements do not belong
in an article that is factually
unverified and unverifiable.
They reflect a lack of professionalism and good journalism.
To make these sorts of unverified allegations on such a sensitive matter destroys the
credibility of the author and the
paper in which they are printed
Susan Applegate
Class of 1988

***
To the Editor':
In the fall of 1985 many of
us heard Justice Brennan's
speech: "In Defense of Dissents." The difference between
"Sinistro Publius" and Justice
Brennan is that Justice Brennan always has his facts
straight.
I was one of the so-called "parade of character witnesses"
who testified on behalf of the alleged Ivan Boesky depicted in
Publius' column of October 15,
1987. I find it disconcerting
that so many mischaracterizations and misstatements of fact
appear in one column.
While I do not condone or try
to explain the acts of this stucontinued on JXIIlf> 13
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Market crash revealed economic fallacies

"This is like having a silver
spoon yanked out of your mouth
and losing a couple of teeth in
(Editor's note-This column the process."
is compiled by a number of auHe verbalized what many of
thors writing under the pseu- us silently dreaded.Namely,
cronym Sinistro Publius.
that the party's over and we
Specific questions regarding didn't even get in a dance.
this column may be addressed
Ah, but it was a madcap soito the column's compiler, Matt ree. First-year associates startDavis.)
ing at $40,000, no $50,000.
On Sobering Tuesday, the day "Have some more champagne
after 508 points melted off the and let's make it $60,000. For
fat of the land, one Hastings moi? Do I hear $65,000. Stop!
student put it this way:
I'm getting dizzy. What exactly

by Sinistro Publius

Women's viewpoint

Sexual harassment
clinic provides relief
for perennial problem
by .Julianne Sylva
Columnist
Sexual harassment on the job
is a plague that feeds on worker
productivity and office morale.
While its victims are predominately women, with the rising
numbers of women in upper
management, men also are becoming victims of its degrading
effects. This article will feature
the problem of sexual harassment, and will focus on the help
available to victims of sexual
harassment.
Sexual harassment is defined
as any sexual behavior or attention, however subtle, that
makes a person feel uncomfortable or intimidated. Such harassment on the job or at school
is strictly banned as a form of
sexual discrimination. While it
is usually easy to recognize sex-

ual harassment, especially
when a job or salary increase is
contingent on sexual favors, at
times it may come in the form
of inapproproate remarks or
uncomfortably physical proximity. Unfortunately, because of
its often subtle nature, many
women are not aware that sexual harassment is a form of behavior that is not to be
tolerated.
Victims of sexual harassment
report that it is not humorous,
but is demeaning. It is not done
on the basis oflooks, race, economy, age, or background. Rather, the victims tend to be
women who desperately need
their jobs: single, young women
with children to support or older women who are entering the
work force for the fi rst time.
The pressure from the sexual
continued on page 14
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will I do to earn that kind of
money, you ask. Well, it's called
corporate law. It's all very important stuff, you see. Asbestos
defense, leveraged buy-outs, restructuring of financing agreements so as to realize favorable
tax consequences, and the like.
I know it sounds complicated.Er, to tell you the truth, I
don't fully understand it myself.But trust me, it's integral
to the efficient allocation of resources. You know, necessary to
the smooth functioning of the
American economic machine.
Speaking of smooth machines,
have you seen my new German
car? ... " It was the swingingest
shindig since Gatsby's era and
we were giddy in anticipation of
crashing the party. Until the
Crash. The question in the back
of a lot of minds is: "Will the job
market dry up before I graduate?''The onJy good answer is
that nobody knows. This might
be a good time to make a list of
reasons why you went to law
school, aside from the fact that
lawyers make a lot of money.
Now, I am not versed in the
science of the marketplace.Nor
do I belong to the Church of
Latter Day Supply Side Voodoo
Economists. In fact, I once
scoffed at that sect's principal
dogma, the much-misunder-

stood Trickle Down. You remember Trickle Down, the
belief that the best way to meet
the needs of those who are
without is to increase the cachets of those who are with.
with.
Unfortunately, the channels
from the haves to the have-nots
seemed to always clog up, and
consequently, Trickle Down
gained few overt followers.
However, I, like many, never
properly fathomed the beauty of
Trickle Down. It was envisioned, not to funnel wealth
down to the great unwashed
(who would probably spend it
on drugs), but to spread the
hardships suffered by the brave
captains of industry throughout
the rest of society. In the coming months Hastings students
can watch as their Tenderloin
neIghbors get trickled upon the
most as a result of the "Correction." Just make sure you don't
get any on you.
On the blight side, business
should boom for the General
Assistance Advocacy Project
(GAAP). GAAP provides desperately needed assistance and
advocacy for this city's poor,
homeless, disabled and disenfranchised. It was founded by
Hastings students three years
ago and has been incredibly

successful at fulfilling its mission. If you want to :;ee effective
community activists at work,
stop by the GAAP office at 383
Eddy Street (near the corner of
Jones) and check out Lisa Parsons, Dave Haracz, Sherry Williams or Ray Bolanos. They can
always use a few more warm
bodies. If you are interested In
labor law, then you can assist
the unemployed while honing
your advocacy slalls with the
Unemployment Insurance Project. Drop a note in Juanita Hillman's SIC folder and she will
get in touch with you.

• * *
Renegade ex-CIA agent Phillip Agee, who recently spoke at
Hastings, is teaming up with
another spy who came in from
the cold, John Stockwell, to
form an institute Its purpose
will be to provide support for
other ex-agents who, In an effort to wash the blood off their
hands, expose the heinous detwls of the Company's covert
operations. Anit-nuclear activist, Dr. Helen Caldicott, suggested that the as-of-yet
unnamed institute be called
DeFWiMKE. That stands for
Defectors From the White Male
Killer Establishment.

Media smokes out Ginsburg
by Marty Kassman

Guest writer
High Court nomination goes
up in smoke It's tempting to
laugh at the predicament of our
law-and-order, "Just Say No"
president, first having to defend
a Supreme Court nominee's
past marijuana use and then
having to WIthdraw the nOffilnation. The failure of Judge
Douglas Ginsburg's nomination
gave President Reagan another
major defeat on the heels of
Judge Robert Bork's rejection.
Had Ginsburg been rejected after hearings showed him to be
a Bork clone on constitutional
issues, I might have taken some
satisfaction in his defeat. But
the way Ginsburg went out has
very serious implications for
our society's immediate and
not-so-immediate future.
Ginsburg's announcement on
Saturday, November 7, that
he'd asked the president to
withdraw his nomination came
as no surprise. Education Secretary William Bennett had
phoned Ginsburg, with the
President's permission, telling
him that drug use wasn't right,
that confirmation wasn't possible and that Ginsburg ought to
withdraw. The president gave

that permission on the same
day he defended Ginsburg to reporters at the White House,
aslang, "How many of us would
like to have everything we did
when we were younger put on
the book?"
What Ginsburg admitted,
specifically, was that he had
used pot once in the Sixties,
when he was a college student,
and a few times in the Seventies, when he was a Harvard
law professor. Still, what he admitted doing was illegal. And it
was too much for some people.
Here was a law professor-an
"officer of the court," as some
inaccurately put it-disregarding the law. And now we're
going to make hIm one of the
nine people who, more than any
others, are supposed to represent our legal system? No way.
Well, there are two big problems with this way of thinking.
The fir!>t IS that having smoked
pot a few times eight or more
years agoju t hasn't got a thing
to do with a person's fitness to
sit on the Supreme Court. If
he'd committed a crime which
hurt someone, it would be different. It doesn't make him a
"druggie." It doesn't mean that
he disrespects the law. I don't
think that what a law professor
does at a party is supposed to
set a standard of behavior for

the commuruty. For another
tlung, there is great disagreement in thIS country about
whether or not marijuana use
should be a crime. More than
two-thirds of people polled by
Newsweek thought that pot
smokmg should not have disqualified Ginsburg. I am not
saying that people are always
justified in breaking laws they
disagree with . But if having
committed a crime at some
point in one's life is to lead to
disqualification from public service, dozens of folks who have
dehberately gotten themselves
arrested at the South African
embassy need to lind new Jobs.
The second big problem with
the moralistic attItude about
Ginsburg is that many people
have used marijuana , many intelligent, public-spirited people
who could do much to improve
the world. If such people are to
be excluded from positions of
authority, we're going to have a
very hard time finding leaders
for this society In the years to
come Before the Ginsburg debacle, , orne commentators already were asking, In the wake
of the Hart and Biden epIsodes,
whether prospective leaders are
now being held to an impossible
mora l standard. In Ginsburg's
case. however, Biden himself
continued on pal!e 13
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Slllooth ride through dinner at "Taxi"
by Sharon Meieran
Staff Writer
The Taxi Cafe. It's located in
the trendy South of Market district, on Eleventh street two
blocks south of Mission. I'd
been hearing about it everywhere. It had been written up
in Esquire as one of the best
new restaurants in the country.
I was convinced that the restaurant was going to be pretensiously pseudo-avant-garde
when I phoned for reservations
and was informed that the
dress was "fashionably casual"
(or was it "casually fashionable"?) and that the food was
"modern American." Modern
American? I pictured being
served a naked hotdog on a
stark unembellished plate, with
perhaps a sprig of parsley on
the side for artistic effect.
I'll admit I may have been a

tad overly cynical, but I didn't
want to be wasting my time at
a pretentious Soma restaurant.
However, I also didn't want to
study. Procrastination prevailed
over cynicism, and so I ventured
over to the Taxi Cafe for dinner.
Upon entering the restaurant
my expectations were all realized. My companions and I
(dressed in our fashionably casual attire) glanced around at
the decor. The cafe is actually a
renovated warehouse - stark
white walls, high, beamed ceilings - the works. The waiters
pompously scurried around as if
they were God's gift to table
service. The hostess informed
us that, although we had made
a reservation, there would be a
fifteen minute wait. I could
have described it without even
having left the confines of my
own apartment.
My wall of cynicism began to

break down, however, upon
tasting the bread set down at
our table. Yes, I realize that
bread is pretty ordinary and
generally is not written up in a
restaurant review, but this
sourdough frenchbread was
perfect. The best I've had in
San Francisco. My resolve to
hate this place began to waver.
One of my dinner companions (a
self-proclaimed wine connoiseur) ordered us a bottle of
Louis Honig, 1985, Sauvignon
Blanc, and as I relaxed, I began
to enjoy the pretentious, pseudo-artsy ambiance.
Okay, okay. I'm going to just
blurt it out. My preconceived
notions were completely distorted. I was wrong. The restaurant
was, in a word, terrific. And let
me stress that it is not necessarily an expensive restaurant.
It is accessible even to us lawstudent types who subsist on

meager stipends and don't want
to spend exorbitant amounts for
a bite to eat.
As I casually glanced over to
see what other patrons were
eating I observed sandwiches
that made my mouth water
(such as the black forest ham
with melted swiss cheese and
roasted peppers, for $7.25),
gourmet burgers (a mere
$5.75), and salads (such as the
smoked chicken with black
bean vinaigrette, or the huge
Cobb salad with blue cheese vinaigrette) which, although listed as appetizers were easily a
meal in themselves.
The entrees are not overly expensive. The tomato fettuccine
with Louisiana white prawns,
red bell peppers, mushrooms,
green onion and lemon-dill
sauce ran $10.75 (if you like
rich food and you like pasta
then you'll love this), while the
roast leg of lamb with elephant

garlic and mint pesto went for
$13.50. One of my companions
had the yellowfin tuna with
pernod butter, and it was excellent. From the sampling at the
table, it seemed that each entree was well worth the price.
To finish off the meal I had an
amazing steamed chocolate
cake. It somehow managed to
be rich, dense, light and delicate all at once.
All in all, the meal was absolutely superb, and try as I
might, I could not come up with
a single complaint. I give the
Taxi Cafe a very high recommendation. If you are in the
mood for a five-star, four-course
dinner, or if you would just prefer a burger and fries, this is
the place to go.
It's open seven days a week,
from lIa.m. to 4p.m. and 5p.m.
till IIp.m., and all major credit
cards are accepted. Reservations are recommended.
-

Sua Sponte

Obnoxious players .crowd the courts
Dino Velez
Features Editor
Basketball Jones
Now that Winter is on its
way, many of us will turn to the
local gyms to find pickup basketball games. The great thing
about pickup games is that you
can tell a lot about a person by
his or her style of play. When
you try to emulate Michael Jordan, however, there are several
types of players to avoid.
The Ref: The ref thinks he
knows all the official basketball
rules, and often cites Naismith
himself. He's a guy with no talent, but he makes up for it with
about 10 points worth of bad
calls per game. He's awful to
play against, yet all but the
most honest players will take
his calls when he's on their
team. He's an especially valuable player if you want to keep
the court on a crowded night.
The Hacker: The hacker has
played a form of basketball
somewhere before, but never
took the time to learn the rules.
He never allows a person to
take a shot without making
contact, and then complains
when you call a foul. The Hacker is especially dangerous when
you take a layup because he
will undercut your feet causing
you to hit the pavement, hard.
The Football Player: A close
cousin to The Hacker, the Football Player is often called upon
to be the 10th man. Unlike the
Hacker, The Football Player

hardly ever plays hoop. The
Football Player watches one
NBA game per year, and tries to
model himself after Moses Malone. Unfortunately, most people aren't the size of NBA
centers, and The Football Player ends up putting them them
up in the seats.
The Model Player: The Model
Player kills you with kindness.
He tells you what a good shot
you made, and then slips in for
an easy bucket. He's the most
honest player and even calls
fouls on himself; until the game
is on the line. When it comes
down to the last few points,
however, he becomes an even
worse version <If The Ref.
The Injured Player: The Injured Player is one of the best
players in the game, until his
team starts to lose. At that
point, The Injured Player's
knees ache and his back goes
out. After a few games on the
side, however, he makes a heroic comeback, and remains in
the game until his team starts
to lose once again. The Injured
Player often tells the best postgame "war stories" because he's
had a great view from the sidelines.
The Matador: One of the most
prominent players, The Matador is often seen running along
the sidelines calling for a long
pass. He gets out so quickly because the man he was defending blew right by him. All The
Matador cares about is how
many points he scores. Typically, he makes more passes at

women than his teammates.

Look Sharp!
How much emphasis do 'You
place on what you wear each
day? According to Jeannette Pavani, a fashion consultant at
Images by Suzie, we spend too
much time for the results we obtain. She describes one's manner of dress as a "visual
resume." As a consultant, Pavini studies the psychology of
dress to help both men and
women create a desired image.
Pavini feels that a man's
clothing can be a great asset,
but that men don't pay enough
attention to what they wear,
and instead, their clothing becomes a liability. She states,
''Men react differently to clothes
than women. Men don't comment on each other's clothes, as
women do, yet they scrutinize
one another just as carefully."
Thus, achieving the proper look
is an important part of one's
non-verbal communication.
For instance, accessories play
an important part in a man's
wardrobe. One must match his
shoes with his belt, and his
socks with his tie in order to
achieve proper balance within
the confines of his suit.
On the other hand, professional women, spend too much
time deciding what they wear.
Pavini explains, "Due to the
vast variety of merchandise in
retail stores, an individual may
spend too many hours constructing a wardrobe." As a consultant, she minimizes the time

and energy spent on a wardrobe
because she has a working
knowledge of the merchandise
and an understanding of the
visual impact it will create. She
can create a complete wardrobe
in two hours or less.
In creating wardrobes for
men and women, Pavini pays
particular attention to proportion and body types. She knows
which styles will tlnhance body
and facial features. Once determining the style, she selects
various designs and advises the
client on how to project differ-

ent looks.
As law students, we have
wardrobes in transition. Our
comfortable jeans must make
way for the constrictive suits
which will we will have to wear
on the job. Even as students,
however, we don't have enough
time to take care of ''little
things." How much time do you
think you will have to create
the proper image for clients and
colleagues when you're working?For many of us, the answer
may lie with allowing an expert
to help us make decisions, and
save us the time and trouble. _

Poetry Corner

The Beholder's Eye
by Diane Carlotta Graydon
Harm unseen
carries a special place
in the human imagination.
It flowers without light
and drops roots
deep into the consciousness
of denial,
wafting its
perfumed fear
hesitantly into perception

Because we cannot see
the pollutants
threatening our survival,
can't taste the cadmium
or even visualize ozone
depletion, must we
suffer extinguishment?

Perhaps a new form
of cause and effect should be invented,
defining value by consequences
recorded in technology's
incremental memory,
rather than through
ｾｃｯｰｹｲｩｧｨｴ＠
1987
the eye of human desire.
Diane C. Graydon
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Strong lyrics brighten
ne\V Sting albull1
by Michael Cox
Sting has been one of the
most successful popular musicians over the last decade. He
began his recording career
making simple, innovative,
hard-edged rock music with
The Police, a band whose fullness of sound belied the fact it
contained only three members.
After five successful albums
with The Police, Sting embarked upon his solo career. His
solo debut, The Dream of the
Blue Turtles, was a huge success, as were his subsequent
concert, concert album, and
concert movie. On The Dream
of the Blue Turtles, Sting chartered a new sound of jazzy, sophisticated popular music
which he had only hinted at
while with The Police ("Tea in
the Sahara" on Synchronicity).
It is in this vein of music that
we now find Sting's latest release, ... Nothing Like the Sun.
The music on this album is
excellent. The sound is relaxed
and the lyrics and vocals display a great deal of emotion,
unparalleled by any recent pop
album I can remember. The
music critic for the San Francisco Chronicle heralded this album as Sting's first real display
of emotion. This analysis is
wrong; Sting has always been a
very emotional artist. The difference between the present album and Sting's past works is
that here Sting deals mainly
with the emotion of love while
in his earlier works Sting mainly concentrated on other emotions such as anger, insecurity,

loneliness and hurt.
Probably the most emotional
song on this album is "Little
Wing". Interestingly enough,
"Little Wing" is the only song
on the album not written by
Sting; it was penned by Jimi
Hendrix. Besides Sting's excellent vocals, "Little Wing" highlights superb guitar work by
Hiram Bullock (formerly of the
"Late Night with David Letterman" band) and the sensitive
saxaphone play of Branford
Marsalis.
This album deals with more
than emotions. Some pieces
deal with politics and religion.
Sting's strength as a lyricist
shines on these works.
Politically Sting views the
past (e.g., "Our written history
is a catalogue of crime") and the
present ("They Dance Alone
(Gueca Solo)" he considers the
current situation in Chile) with
disdain, but he nonetheless has
great optimism for the future.
On one tune, Sting sings,
"Sooner or later we learn to
throw the past away"; and on
another he sings, "One day we'll
sing our freedom,"Religiously,
Sting is discontent and highly
critical of blind faith. On "History Will Teach Us Nothing"
Sting sings, "If God is dead and
an actor plays his part, His
words of fear will find their way
to a place in your heart, Without the voice of reason every
faith is its own curse, Without
freedom from the past things
can only get worse."
Although Sting has remarkable songwriting abilities, his
messages would be totally lost
without the back-up of fine mu-

sicians. Fortunately, he has
been able to enlist the aid of
some of the best. Returning
band members from The Dream
of the Blue Turtles include keyboardist Kenny Kirkland and
saxophonist Branford Marsalis.
Marsalis, in my opinion, is undoubtedly the best saxophonist
in popular music, and one of the
best in jazz music as well (check
out one of his solo albums). I
hold exactly the same opinion of
Kirkland as a keyboardist.
Although bassist Darryl
Jones and drummer Omar Hakim from The Dream of the Blue
Turtles band are absent, they
are not missed. Instead, Manu
Cache takes over on drums and
Sting himself plays the basslines on all songs but one.
Cache's drummmg on the album is just as exciting as Hakim's was on the previous album,
and Sting's minimalist basslines are quite appropriate for
this type of music. The exciting
Jones and exhilirating Hakim
may, however, be missed when
Sting starts to tour.
Another new member of
Sting's band is percussionist
Mino Cinelu, formerly with
Miles Davis and Weather Report. Cinelu has earned a welldeserved reputation as one of
the top percussionists around
and he does nothing to diminish
that reputation here.
... Nothing Like the Sun also
includes some special appearances by other notable musicians, includmg Enc Clapton,
Mark Knopfler and Reuben
Blades. For the most part these
appearances go unnoticed The
outside contnbutions which do

AllllmlUs-Ylm venture

Central All1erican kids
get baseball gear
by Griff Towle
Copy Editor
On the heels of the World Series it is refreshing to see that
baseball is not always a colossal
commercial production. John
Nichols, by his efforts in Baseball Amigos, has reaffirmed the
simple fact that baseball is !l
sport that transcends salary
considerations, gargantuan
egos, and most importantly, political boundaries.
Nichols, a Hastings alumnus
(Class of 1977), is president of
Baseball Amigos and a name
partner in the Santa Barbara
law firm of Donnelly, Schlottman & Nichols. Baseball Amigos is a non- political, non-profit
organization dedicated to helping the children of Central
America and the Caribbean.
Baseball Amigos was developed by a group of concerned

citizens to provide the children
of undeveloped regions with
basic baseball equipment. n.e
organization also provides
clothing and toys to children too
young to play baseball or those
whose interests fall outside of
baseball.
The representatives of Baseball Amigos travel to various
countries at their own expense
and distribute the equipment in
person to assure that the children most in need actually receive the equipment.
In December of 1986, Nichols
and Ian Guthrie. a director of
the organization, travelled to
Nicaragua to distribute over
$10,000 worth of baseball
equipment, clothes and toys. A
more modest effort wa undertaken m April of 1986 in the
Dominican Republic.
Supporters of the group include: the San Francisco
Giants, Chicago White Sox.

California Angels, San Diego
Padres, and various other sport
related enterprises.
Despite these contributions,
Baseball Amigos is in constant
need of money and equipment.
Nichols has even soliCited donations from the Sultan of Brunei. At the U.S. government's
request, the Sultan had evidently wired 10 million to a
SWISS Bank. The money ended
up in an account for the Nicaraguan Contras, as opposed to
an account dedicated to the
"people of Central America" for
purely
"humanitarian
grounds."
If you are mterested in more
information or in contributing
time or money contact Nichols
at Baseball Amigos Inc.; 222
East Carrillo Street Suite 111;
Santa Barbara. CA 93101; (805)
963- 4383.
-

enhance this album include Gil
Evans' orchestration and Mark
Egan's bass playing on "Little
Wing" along with Andy Summers' guitar work on "The Lazarus Heart".
Obviously, I am a great fan of
Sting's work. If you are already
a fan as well , you should waste
no time in getting this album;
and even if you are not a fan, I
strongly recommend that you
take a moment to listen to this
album. After all, there must be

something to the music of a
popular musician who has survived the media's typical treatment of initial worship and
Imrrunent disenchantment (e.g.,
some critics have called Sting's
work "arrogant" and "pseudointellectual"). SUng not only
survives with this latest release
but he prospers as well. Sting
deserves high praise for the creative, artistic and intellectual
abilities he displays on .
Nothing Like the Sun

Gardner says ues
ｭｾｳｴ＠
prepare .for .
ASIan competItIon
by Chris Palermo
Editor-in-chief
The Umverslty of California
must take bold steps lest its
students become rrured in "a
rismg tide of mediocrity," said
University president David
Pierpont Gardner to the Commonwealth Club at an October
30 luncheon.
Gardner has been president
of the nine-campus University
of California since 1983. Before
assuming that post he served
as president of the Wniversity of
Utah for ten years.
Gardner, recently named the
third most influential education
leader in the public sector, discussed the role of the American
university in setting the pace
for America's future in a speech

titled "The American ｕｮｩｶ･ｲｾﾭ
ty m Transition."
Gardner. Chair of the federal
Commission on Excellence in
Education, gained national reputation in 1983 by contributing
to "The Nation at Risk," a critical report of the problems in
elementary and secondary education in the United States
which helped spark a national
effort to reform schooling in
this country.
The U.S. IS currently undergoing a comprehensive transition and becoming part of
the global marketplace, Gardner said. with corresponding
changes in demographIcs which
call for new curricula and concentration on preparing students to deal with international
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'88 candidate visits S.F

Gore calls for new leadership in economy, foreign policy
"In 1960, the oldest President
in the history of the United
States was replaced with the
youngest in history. By sheer
coincidence, the American people can do the same thing again
in 1988." So said Senator Albert Gore, Jr. to the roar of applause of a large audience
attending Gore's luncheon address to the Commonwealth
Club on October 26. Gore, 39, is
a Democratic presidential candidate who would be the youngest man to hold the office if
successful.
While evoking images of John
F. Kennedy through his youthful vigor and forceful speaking,
Gore also sought to compare
himself with Franklin D. Roosevelt. The comparison was especially salient since it came
exactly one week after the
''bloody Monday" stock market
crash, on which the Dow Jones
Industrial Average declined
over 500 points, and comparisons with the Great Crash of
1929 were still rampant.
Gore called for new leadership to "set a bold new course,"
to "put America's house in order" and to develop economic
and foreign affairs policies

which reaffirm America's leadership in the world. Directing
criticism at the Reagan administration, Gore said that America must move beyond "politics
as usual and economics by illusion" and that the next President needed to take a "broadbased approach" and develop a
"vision of common interests."
Gore was particularly vehement in his castigation of President Reagan's economic policy.
Gore believes that "supply side
economics does not add up,"
saying that its policies have resulted in less government revc ·
nues and less productivity.
Targeting Reagan's tax cut8
and increased military spending, Gore said this approach of
"borrow and spend" has lead to
the enormous budget deficit.
Blaming the recent market
tumble on Reagan's economic
policies, Gore speculated that
"supply-side economics is economics purchased on margin."
Equally harsh in his criticism
of those who advocate protectionism, Gore charged that "if
supply side economics is voodoo economics, then protectionism is recessionomics" and that
supply side economics "put us
in a hole and protectionism
would dig it deeper."
Also linking his criticism of

Reagan's economics with his
views on foreign affairs, Gore
said that "Star Wars is every bit
as illusory and unrealistic as
supply side economics" and
charged that the Reagan
administration is making a
"historic mistake in not negotiating [with the Soviets] on Star
Wars."
.
While traditionally considered hawkish due to his support for a strong defense and for
severe responses toward terrorists, Gore has also been a supporter of arms limitation and
reduction agreements. Gore advocated that these agreements
include the Strategic Defense
Initiative (Star Wars) program
due to the enormous cost of developing this technology. Gore
has proposed that these agreements could ease the burden of
military spending on the federal budget
Saying that "the issue is freedom of the seas," Gore supported the U.s. military presence in
the Persian Gulf, but said that
the War Powers Act should be
triggered because "Congress
and the American people
should be consulted" in committing American forces overseas.
Regarding U.S. policy toward
Central America, Gore stated
that he opposed U.S. military

Analyzing the opposition of
aid to the contras and supported the Arias peace plan. He southern conservative voters to
said Reagan's policy in the re- the nomination of Robert Bork
gion improperly frames prob- to sit on the Supreme Court,
lems there as an East-West Gore stated that these voters
conflict, and noted that the "Ni- were opposed to Bork's views,
caraguan people see the contra particularly on the issues ofpriforces in different terms than vacy and civil rights. He said
Reagan," since they see the con- that there is a feeling in the
tras as supporters of the Somo- South that the "civil rights batza regime rather than freedom tles are satisfactorily resolved
and no one wants to reopen old
fighters.
The final question which wounds."
According to Gore, there is
Gore fielded during his address
was on the effect that his pres- also a feeling among American
idency would have on the future people that the court is precarof rock music, alluding to the iously balanced, and that a radactivities of Gore's wife, Tipper, ical nominee would have
who is co-founder of the Parents unsatisfactorily unbalanced the
Music Resource Center. While court.
Although only a freshman
the group has vociferously criticized rock music as having im- Senator, Gore has served in
moral lyrics, Gore hastened to Congress since 1977, and was
clarify that his wife never ad- actively involved in science, envocated any government inter- ergy, and arms control issues in
vention or censorship, but the House. Gore was first electproposed a voluntary response ed to the Senate in 1984, filling
by the record industry. Placing the seat vacated by retiring mawarning labels ' on record jack- jority leader Howard Baker.
ets or printing lyrics of record- Gore received a degree in govings that could be considered ernment from Harvard in 1969,
immoral was suggested. Gore served in the U.S. Army during
defended these steps as an im- the Viet Nam war, and attended
portant, non-governmental way Vanderbuilt divinity and law
of developing a dialogue on pre- schools. He worked as an invesventing the "strip mining" of tigative reporter with the Nashpublic morals.
continued on page 14

The San Francisco Association of Women Lawyers,
California Women Lawyers
Association, and Queen's
Bench will be represented at a
panel discussion of issues facing women in the law on Wed.
Nov. 18 at 4:40 in the TV
Lounge (1M, 198 McAllister).
Wine and cheese will be served.
Sponsored by Clara Foltz Legal
Association of Women.

Study in Rome-Loyola
University of Chicago School of
Law announces the sixth year of
its summer program in Rome.
The 1988 session will run May
30 through July 1.
Loyola'S fully accredited program is located on its permanent campus in a residential
setting, just minutes from
downtown Rome.
The 1988 program will offer

courses in International Family
Law, International Business
Transactions and Comparative
Criminal Law. In addition, a
course on Comparative Law will
be required.
For further information students should write:
Professor Anne-Marie Rhodes,
Director, Summer Program in
Rome, Loyola University School
of Law, One East Pearson St.,
Chicago, IL 60611.
_

Wolfe named to Judicature board

by James P. Ballantine

Staff Political Writer

Safety bulletin

Bike theft
on the rise

Lisa Katz clowns it up at the Irwin Memorial Blood Drive
recently held in the Old Commons.

In recent weeks the Hastings
community has experienced a
serious increase in the number
of bicycles being stolen. The
major reason for the increase is
a failure on the part of bicycle
owners to properly lock their bicycles into the racks. Of the six
bicycles stolen, only one of them
had a lock cut.
Additionally, in the past ten
days the Security Office has
removed ten bicycles from the
racks which were found to be
improperly secured. The majority of the bicycles removed, from
the racks were locked with
"Kryptonite" locks. Experience
has proven that Kryptonite
locks do not work in the College
bicycle racks.
There is something you can
do to prevent theft. Stop by the
Security Office for more infor_
mation.

Thomas H. Wolfe, a second
year student, has been elected a
student member of the Board of
Directors of the American Judicature Society, a national organization
working
to
strengthen the nation's justice
system.
Founded in 1913, the Society
is supported by more than
20,000 concerned citizens .
Through research, educational
programs and publications, the

Society addresses issues related
to the selection and retention of
judges, court management, and
the public's understanding of
the judicial system.
A graduate of Oklahoma
State University, Wolfe is a
member of the ABA LSD.
"This is my first venture in
justice system improvement,"
he said. "I am looking forward
to contributing to the planning
and activities of the Society." -

o

o
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Election outlook '88

Dole leads Republican candidates to '88 victory
by Fletcher Alford

Opinion Writer
It is a truism that we live in
an age wherein the photogenic
appeal of the political candidate
may be his central and most enabling qualification. In this context, one is remarkably
refreshed by even the most
modest reversion toward the
more substantive campaigns of
the pre-television era.
While not ascending to the
level of profundity which
marked the Lincoln-Douglas
debates of yesteryear, the recently aired PBS presidential
debates are perhaps the best
that we can expect in this day
of commercially packaged political sloganeering. Moderators
William F. Buckley and Robert
Strauss must be commended for
their efforts to so elevate the
level of campaign debate in this
country.
The recent debate among the
contenders for the Republican

party nomination, held in Houston, followed an earlier debate,
also hosted by Buckley and
Strauss, of the Democratic party candidates. While this debate did not in itself make or
break any of the candidates, it
was significant in that it provided the first opportunity for
the public to see the Republican
contenders together in a single
forum.
it is certainly too early in the
game to advance any firm predictions; if nothing else, the debacles of Messrs. Hart and
Biden dramatically demonstrated that, literally overnight,
political predictions may be
turned upside down. However,
the candidates did begin to establish their platforms, and
this is of interest to us now.

Bush
Bush was undoubtedly the
man to beat in the debate, but
it wasn't clear that anyone succeeded in doing so. Many arrows were flung, but few of
them struck.

As a Houston native, Bush
had the home field advantage,
and was the most well-received
of the candidates. The vicepresident seemed to do well in
returning the barbs of du Pont
who, with Haig, pressed the
most vigorous attacks of Bush.
The vice-president was the
only candidate to come out
clearly in favor of the proposed
INF treaty with the Soviets.
While this position might win
him support among moderate
Republicans and some conservative Democrats, it could cost
him the support of the influential conservative wing of the
party in the primaries, and may
encourage his image of weakness.
In a poll taken after the debates, among Republican voters
in the early-primary states of
Iowa, New Hampshire, and the
South, Bush was favored by
64% to be the next president.
However, much of his lead may
be attributable to the name recognition and institutional ad-

DelTIocrats lTIust rely on
youthful vigor of Gore
., G
S
by m.C
. . regor . cott
Oplnwn
Edltor
'11 th
Wh
h h
en, 0 w en WI
e exposure of the shortcomings of
the various pretenders to the
Democratic nomination cease?
Or is the party of Jefferson,
Jackson (Andrew, that is), Wilson, and the second Roosevelt
doomed to select a candl'date by
default? If someone had oirered
'"
me even money six months ago
on the Democrats winning the
'88 election, I would have
jumped at the chance. Today,
the GOP looks tough.
The most obvious chink in
the Democrats' armor is the
lack of a viable candidate. Let's
start with those who are not
running. Mario Cuomo was
everybody's choice coming out
of the '84 debacle. He may yet
enter the race. But for now, the
savior of the Democratic Party
is on the sidelines. Although
Cuomo may have the strongest
appeal to the various special interest groups that now comprise the Democratic Party,
you've got to wonder about his
chances in a general election.
Bill Bradley, the cerebral one,
claims he's not ready to be
President yet, and therefore is
not running. Is this just a cover
for Bradley's lack of the "fire in
the belly" said to be so necessary to get one through the ordeal of running for President?
An indication of the weakness
of the Democrats is the fact that
their strongest candidate in a
general election, Sam Nunn,

enced men in the race. While
stands
no chance
.
. . of ever secur- George Bush h as the u It'Imat e
mg the nommatIon. A South- resume, h e cIearIy Iack s tha t m
. erner, strong on ､･ｾｮｳＬ＠
and a
tangible asset that everyone
moderate on socIal Issues,
.
Nunn is the Democrats' best recognIzes but no one can de.
fine-leadershIp. However
hope of recapturmg the young B h d
h
t'
'
male voters who went so overuds hoes ave dS taymg powtehr,
h 1m' I r. R ald R
an as manage 0 escape e
ｾ＠ ｾｨ＠
ｉｾｧ＠
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Iran-Contra controversy rei am
e as wo e ec Ions. et tively unscathed.
Nunn's voting record, including
Robert Dole is the only
support of most of the R e a gpreemment
an.
.
I Iead
congresslona
economic and defense mea- er in the race. He appears to
sures, makes him antithetical
have matured greatly since he
to the extremist special interest
was Jerry Ford's running mate
groups that now control the in 1976, and definitely- exudes
Democrats' nominating process.
Which leaves us with the that leadership charisma. His
solid record on the budget, his
Magnificent Seven (oops, make
experience as Senate majority
that six, or is it five?). Gary leader, and the presence of his
Hart's libido aside, Joe Biden wife combine to make Dole the
offers hope to all law school stuGOP's top choice.
dents who don't finish in the top
When one considers the chal10% of their class. In fact, you
can finish in the bottom 10% lenges facing our next president, the stock of the GOP
and still wind up in the U.S.
candidates rises even further.
Senate. Just don't ever bring up Whoever we' elect in 1988 will
the subject again. The obvious
need experience, maturity, and
question is: Who will be next?
foresight to duel with GorbachIt won't be Al Gore, junior
ev in the gigantic public relaSenator from Tennessee. Gore
tions battle that has become
combines all ' the elements
U.S.-Soviet relations. In addithought necessary to succeed in
tion, a person with knowledge
politics: smarts, looks, poise,
of how Capitol Hill works is
education (Harvard & Yale),
connections (his father was a needed to straighten out the
three term Senator), and the mess we call the budget process
ability to raise big money. Look and to deal with the deficit. The
for Gore to emerge from Super qualifications of Bush and Dole
Tuesday as the Democratic in these areas fai surpass those
of any of the Democratic candifrontrunner.
dates.
While the Democrats continThe smart money here says
ue to commit heri keri long beDole over Al Gore in a close
fore the first primary, the
election. The only real question
Republicans are quietly fielding
is whether Mrs. Dole will run
the two most qualified, experi- for Vice-President.
_

vantage he enjoys as vicepresident, and thus might be
expected to erode as the other
candidates.gain exposure.
Kemp

candidacy for younger and more
moderate Republicans, as well
as conservative Democratic
Elizabeth Dole-his very poised
and articulate wife-is extremely popular, and will be a
valuable asset to him on the
campaign trail.
Although Dole seems very
electable, he made a rather
poor showing in the debate. For
the most part he' declined to
"mix it up" with the other candidates. His responses to most
questions were curt, and the
candidate was lean on detail.

Kemp is the free-market candidate. Prior to the entry of du
Pont into the race, Kemp enjoyed the almost exclusive support of the conservative
elements in his party. His unwavering support of SDI early
deployment, and his emphasis
on the virtues of the free market, may well preserve that
support for the primaries.
The candidate renewed his Haig
Having served under seven
theme of ''broadening the base
of the Republican party," by presidents, Haig has a long
seeking to appeal to minorities record of government experiand youth through the prospect ence. However all of the posiof economic growth. However, in tions have been appointed,
seeking to appeal to such rather than elected, ones. The
groups, Kemp is not tapping candidate is very knowledgeainto sources which have tradi- ble and experienced in foreign
tionally been an asset to the Re- policy matters; but in the unlikely event he should survive
publican party.
With his expertise in econom- the primaries, his very hawkish
ics, Kemp could conceivably views in this area might well
stand to benefit from a down- prove his downfall in the genturn in the economy. Among eral election, where the pool of
those polled after the debate, voters is much more liberal.
Kemp was favored in the area of
Haig's emphasis on a "strong"
and "in control" style of leadereconomic policy.
duPont
ship, together with the public's
As a dark-horse candidate, memory of his statement imdu Pont has a certain freedom mediately following the assasto broach the very controversial sination attempt on the
issues, and to take bold posi- president ("As of now I am in
tions on those issues. He was control in the White House"),
far and away the most substan- may leave voters concerned as
tive of the candidates. Among to his possibly autocratic prohis favorites: education vouch- clivities. His cheap shots at the
ers, privatization of social se- Reagan administration ("At
curity investments,
and least Eisenhower never abused
terminating farm subsidies. To his secretary of state") certainthe conservative wing of the ly did nothing to dispel that imparty this is pure oxygen. But age.
his positions, particularly on Robertson
This candidate should not be
social security ("A nutty idea,"
says Bush), are probably seen written off too quickly. As a telas too radical to sustain the evangelist, Robertson appears
candidate, particularly in view on the screen in millions of
of his lack of name-recognition homes each week, and has a
and organized support. How- dedicated following. After all,
ever, du Pont's candidacy is who else among the other canlikely to cost Kemp-the other didates owns their own broadconservative ideologue-sub- casting network? This prestantial support. Moderates existing base of organization
Dole and Bush stand to benefit and support puts Robertson at
most from this split in the con- a distinct logistical advantage
in the campaign.
servative wing.
Dole
As an experienced television
Here is a man who exudes the personality, Robertson is unaura of a president. Perhaps it doubtedly the Republican canis his record as a decorated didate who makes best use of
World War II veteran and his that crucial medium. He is very
carrying permanent combat in- much at home in front of the
juries. Or perhaps it is his mid- camera, and his popularity rose
western pragmatism and sharply in a poll of the earlycommon sense, and his dry wit. primary states conducted after
Dole is widely respected in the debates.
the Congress, which may be'
By emphasizing certain of his
seen as an important asset in ｣ｲ･､ｮｴｩ｡ｬｳｾ＠
Yale Law School
this day of confrontatiJn and graduate, entrepreneur, founstalemate between the execu- der of a university, son of a sentive and the legislative branch- ator-Robertson tried to
es. Furthermore, his relatively downplay fears that his adminmoderate stand on the social is- istration would bring theocracy
sues (pro-choice on the issue of to the government of the United
abortion and in support of full States. However, it is doubtful
funding for food stamps and that he will be able to completeother social programs) make ly ､ｩｾｰ･ｬ＠
such concerns, and his
his a particularly attractive
continued on page 13
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Ginsburg
continued from page 7
summed it up quite well: "My
Lord, this is not a reason to disqualify a person."
Of course, the pot smoking
wasn't the only thing "wrong"
with Ginsburg. The Chronicle
reported that southern Democrats were painting this picture
of Ginsburg: "He is a bearded
Jewish former Harvard law professor who has used marijuana,
divorced his first wife, lived
with his second wife before they
were married, and married a
gynecologist who early in her
career performed abortions. He
has two daughters, both of
them given the last name of
their mothers rather than his
own." I find nothing disconcerting about any of that, but of
course some conservatives did.
Oh, yeah-he once ran a dating
service. Well, what's the probｬ･ｭｾｯｮＧｴ＠
conservatives date?
The only alleged "character"
problem with Ginsburg which
deserved any attention, in my
opinion, was the allegation of a
conflict of interests. When Ginsburg was in the Justice Department, he worked on a case in
which the department was
pushing for first amendment
freedoms for cable television operators. At the same time,
Ginsburg had money tied up in
a cable television company.
That company wasn't involved
in the litigation, but it might.

Republican
candidates
continued from page 12
prospects of capturing the nomination are thus negligible .
Rather, the likely effect of his
candidacy will be to further
split the already divided conservative vote, thus boosting
the prospects of moderates Dole
and Bush.
As between Dole and Bush,
however, all bets are off. Much
depends on one unpredictable
variable-the state of the preelection economy. Should the
economy turn sour, Bush would
likely receive the backlash, as a
member of the current administration. Should it remain stable or continue to expand, the
people may opt for more of the
same, and cast their ballots for
Bush.
It came as no surprise that
the best line of the debate was
delivered by Buckley. In response to Democratic Party
Chairman Robert Strauss' remark that he felt conspicuous
among Buckley and his "rich
Republican friends," Buckley
quickly retorted: "Please may I
see a show of hands of those Republicans here who are wealthier than were F.D.R., L.B.J .,
and Jack Kennedy?"
The house roared with laughter, but there was not a hand to
be seen.
-

Funds repaid
established constitutional prin- continued from page 6
ciples. Before his boss's defense dent, the ugly picture painted
of Ginsburg had even made the by Publius is just not true.
evening news, Bennett was on First, and foremost, the bottom
the phone, telling Ginsburg to line is that money was returned
quit. Just who does Bennett with interest. Furthermore, if
think he is? On the other hand, the columnist had done his/her
Bennett did first check with research, he/she would have
President Reagan. Now, picture found out that the money was to
it. You're the president. You've be used to purchase a set of
just told the media that if books for the Hastings Law LIthere's any justice in Washing- brary in the name of the orgaton, your Supreme Court nomi- nization.
As to the discussion of the
nee will be confirmed. Your
education secretary calls up "Lower Official" and the "UnOnly a few weeks ago, con- and says he wants to tell the derstanding Friend" the fact IS
servatives were complaining nominee to withdraw. Do you the "Lower Official" at first
that a "lynch mob" had defeat- tell him to do what he thinks is agreed with the "Understanded the Bork nomination. To be right? If so, do you then allow ing Friend" that the matter
honest, I do think that some of him to publicize it, making it should be handled administraBork's opponents got a little look as though you were lying tively and no action other than
hysterical, took some state- when you defended the nomi- the return of the money with inments out of context and nee? And they say the vice-pres- terest would be taken. This also
reached unjustifiable conclu- ident suffers from a "wimp pleased the leaders of the orgasions about him. But the sena- factor."
nization. Nevertheless, upon
tors got the full story on Bork.
prodding from her superiors the
He was defeated for a perfectly
Judge Ginsburg, in his with- matter was pressed in a disciappropriate reason: people drawal announcement, said plinary hearing pursuant to the
feared that his judicial philoso- that he'd been "looking forward guidelines of the student acaphy would lead to decisions un- to sharing with the American demic regulations.
duly restricting constitutional people my views about justice
I am truly offended, as I am
rights.
and about the role of the courts sure the members of the hearin our society." This American ing panel would be, by the charThe term "lynch mob" is, I person was looking forward to acterization of the hearing
think, more applicable to those hearing those views. Now I itself. If a student hlrmg a lawwho crushed the Ginsburg nom- won't have the opportunity. The yer and doing all he can to deination. William Bennett has Ginsburg episode is a disgust- fend himself in a hearing that
long indicated his disrespect for ing one which stands a very could compromise his future lS
the law by his various schemes good chance of being repeated summoning all his mampulato pump tax money into reli- again and again. We all should tive skills, then I guess that
gious schools in defiance of hope that it isn't.
- Sinistro Publius should not
practice law because he or she
will then become one of the
great manipulators. The fact is
ASH Record
that a hearing panel appointed
by the Director of Student Services comprised of a tenured
faculty member, a highly recontinued from page 2
for student use. The goal of thIS garded and well-liked member
the Great Hall must reimburse project, expected to cost over of the staff and adjunct profesthe gym donors; (c) noted that $3000, is to provide equipment
the 1066 Foundation was fully for use by ASH aerobics prosupporting the gym, but had grams, student events, and Law
questioned ASH's involvement Revue. Previously, student
ilL
and committment to the project. groups have been forced to pay
ｦＯｾｨｓ＠
Funding for the project totals rental fees to the Office of Stu$50,000, with half provided by dent Services for every event.
the 1066 Foundation and half
Lindquist presented three
from an anonymous donor
Third Year representative cost estimates for 100-watt and
Rudy Kraft questIOned whether 200-watt public address sysTower residents had been con- tems mcluding mIXers, mIcrosulted about the noise level ex- phones, hardware, cables,
pected to accompany any such power supplies, and a movable
development, and questioned cart. The proposals cost
whether the theatre should be $4282.39, $3372.77 , and
built at all. Ellen suggested he $3209.90, respectively.
The council wa . undecided on
formulate a petitIOn to address
whether to purchase a 100-watt
this issue.
On motion by First Year rep or 200-watt system, since
Tony Leto, the council gave whether a lOO-watt system
$300 to the First Year Class would be sufficient for Law ReSteering Committee to defray vue remained unresolved. The
costs of an open party to be held council agreed to rent a 100at the Tower. The money was watt system from the vendor for
requested because the first year one day in order to conduct
class has used other funds to tests .
In other action, ACSEL and
reserve equipment and facilities
for a semi-formal dance open to COMM/ENT requested $255 to
all students to be held on Jan. defray costs of a panel discussion on the Federal Communi15, 1988.
Meeting of November 2
cations CommiSSIOn's Fairness
Second Year representative Doctrine to be held Nov. 1 7. AfSuzie Lindquist reported the ter much discussion, the council
progress of a committee which approved an amended motion
has been investigating the pur- granting $100 for the project by
chase of a stereo and PA system al5tollvote.-

have profited from it. To me.
this was not a true conflict of
interests. Ginsburg's personal
and professional interests were
in perfect harmony. Admittedly
there might be some question of
improper personal gain from
public service. And if Ginsburg
was in a position to decide
which side the Justice Department took in the case, maybe
there was a real conflict. But
that story never will ｾｶ･ｬﾭ
oped.

ASH making progress

sor, and an Edltor-in-Chief of
one of the law reviews not familiar with this student heard
all the evidence and determined
that a letter was to be placed in
the student's academic file. Furthermore, the Committee determined that the letter would not
be sent to Bar Examiners. It
was not one of the "final offictal
acts of the Understanding
Frumd."
I find it interesting that the
columnist has determined that
thIS student "finagled for himself a substantial alumni scholarship." It must be very
difficult for someone to finagle a
scholarshIp they don't know
about. This scholarshIp was established and the recipient was
determined before the student
body was even made aware of
the existence of the scholarshIp.
I know, I was one of the candidates who didn't get that scholarship.

The bottom line is this: there
are some unscrupulous people
at Hastings just as there are
anywhere in the legal profession, but as future lawyers we
must have faith in our system
of justice. An appropriate administrative hearing was held
and a determinatIOn was made.
Publius would have us beheve
that a great injustice has been
done to the students at Hastings College of the Law, Rather, the system works and those
who don't get theIr facts
straight usually get their butts
kicked in court.
Steven J. Elie
ASH President, 1986)'87
Class of 1987

1/
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ues lTIust cOlTIpete
continued from page 9
Preparing students to cope
with a rapidly changing technological world is a priority,
Gardner noted, saying that
teachers must fight to keep current with new technologies. He
also emphasized that minority
students must be encouraged to
enter science and engineering.
Finally, the university system
is obligated to help society at
large understand the changes
occurring in this decade which
are transforming our lives,
Gardner said. However, Gardner cautioned that science alone
cannot answer all the moral
and ethical questions arising
from change and new technologies, and asserted that the humanities must be given special
emphasis for students entering
teChnICal fields. To achieve this
goal, the University of California recently established the Humanities Research Institute at
the Irvine campus, according to
Gardner.
Although "The Nation at
Risk" painted a bleak picture of
America's educational system,
Gardner said, there are positive
signs of progress today.
"There is more interest in education now than in 1983 and
more is being done about it
than ever," he said. However,
leadership must continue to
come from government, espe-

cially from state Superintendents of Education.
and cross-cultural problems.
Gardner first reviewed these
changes, noting that the AsianAmerican population in America has risen dramatically in recent years, with California
receiving 30% of all immigrants
from Pacific Rim nations. This
change requires California educators to respond to their
changing populations by preparing students to integrate
with people from all over the
world.
Gardner also noted that modern pressures lead to regional,
small-issue conflicts which, although discrete in the abstract,
are contradictory. Gardner gave
the example that outspoken and
sometimes radically violent
groups have been simultaneously demanding more research
into the causes of AIDS while
urging medical scientists to
abandon experiments with animals.
In response to the increasing
internationalization of California, Gardner advocated that the
University of California must
offer a global, not parochial,
perspective, by offering more
study abroad opportunities, increasing international research,
and preparing students for
business competition with Pacific Rim countries.

Calling integration of minority students into full UC participation a "living, dynamic,
social and educational imperative," Gardner said that educators must continue to prepare
more minority students for college.
Gardner then answered -questions posed by the audience,
touching on a number of controversial issues. Explaining the
University of California's continually increasing tuition
costs, Gardner pointed out
three contributing factors.
The first factor is that education is labor intensive and
U.C. administrators have been
attempting to raise salaries to
compensate for a lack of raises
given in the 1970s. Second, student interest in the hard sciences has increased the basic
cost of education, since books
and lab materials in science
fields are costly. Finally, universities are obligated to provide access to everyone today,
and providing scholarships,
loans, and access to handicapped students is expensive.
Gardner also noted that state
tax revenue provided only 46%
of the University of California's
1986-87 budget, which topped
$5 billion. The rest is made up
from development contributions, making the U.C. system
quasi-privately funded, he said.

Students run tough
In lawyers' race
Race Judicata is an annual 5
mile run (8 Kilometers) for lawyers, judges, and law students.
It is sponsered by the Alameda
County Bar Association. This
year was the 10th Annual Race
Judicata, held at Lake Merritt
in Berkeley.
ｈ｡ｳｾ＠
made quite a good
ｳｨｯｷｾ＠
with Emery Mitchell
taking 2nd place, with over 400
participants. His time was

Board report
continued from page 2
get for the next fiscal year. The
non-state budget includes those
funds which are derived from
private fundraising, rather
than the state's allocation. John
Knox asked whether funds from
the development budget were
being used "to file briefs with
the D.A. against (former Dean)
Prunty." Knox apparently was
alluding to the large amount of
attorney fees paid to Robert

Shop The Bookstore f f

HASTINGS
BOOKSTORE
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More Than Just Books

Kane, the Board's special legal
counsel.Last spring Kane suggested that the District Attorney be requested to investigate
alleged fiscal improprieties by
Prunty {see article, p. 1}. Kerley
informed Knox that the source
of these funds was actually revenue from McAllister Tower
commercial rentals. Knox replied that this source was
"probably worse."
_

Gore calls for more
balanced Court
continued from page 10
ville Tennessean newspaper
and operated a small homebuilding business before entering Congress.
Gore's father, Albert Gore,
Sr., in whose footsteps the
younger Gore followed, served
as Senator from Tennessee from

•

25.50, averaging 5 minute 11
second miles. Emery ran track
at Cal as an undergraduate, as
did the 1st and 3rd place winners of the race {they were
Emerys
teammates
at
Cal}. Also running the race
from Hastings were Donna Elazar, Ellen Schned {placing 5th
in her division of women 20}29},
and Julianne Sylva {placing 8th
in the Same division.}
-

1953 to 1971 and as representative from 1939 until his election to the Senate. The elder
Gore distinguished himself as a
Southerner who advocated civil
rights during the 1950's and
'60's, and who opposed the Viet
Nam war and Richard Nixon's
conservative southern Supreme
Court nominees.
_

Sexual harassment clinic
continued from page 7
harassment often hurts the
worker's performance at work,
her relationships at home, and
her relationships on the job.
Frequently she comes to feel
distrustful of people and to feel
angry with herself and others
for not recognizing the problem
and helping. It was for these
women and their problems with
sexual harassment that the Bay
Area Sexual Harassment Clinic
was created.
The Bay Area Sexual Harassment Clinic recently held a
training session on the Hastings campus, where new recruits learned of office policy
and the procedures of filing
grievances and complail:ts. Additionally, the new recruits
learned of the importance of advocacy and client counseling
skills that may be applicable in
addressing sexual harassment
and discrimination claims.
The Clinic offers both walk-in
and telephone services to
clients every Wednesday eve-

ning from 6:30-9:30 p.m., and
has an answering machine to
take calls during the week and
the weekend. Several counselors are on hand each Wednesday to assist clients, those who
call on the phone or who come
in to the office.
The problem of sexual harassment is one that is taxing
the energies of many productive
members of America's work
force. Sexual harassment is not
just a women's issue. Rather, it
is a social problem that we
should all be sensitive to, since
one dcay soon, as members of
the legal profession, we will
have the power to correct it.
Recognizing the problem and
knowing where help can be
found is a start. Additionally,
the Bay Area Sexual Harassment Clinic is seeking new recruits for its 1987-88 season.
For more information, please
contact Susan Santo via SIC or
the Clinic at 1370 Mission
Street, between 9th and 10th. -
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AG probe of Board began with property audit
continued from page 1
fund over which the superior
court will exercise supervision.
The fund will be managed by an
executive committee consisting
of three directors, a professor
and a student. However, no
member of the Board of Directors who was on the Board during
the
time
the
misappropriations were made
will be allowed to sit on this
committee.
The precise amount of the repayment is still being negotiated. The parties have not yet
decided whether statutory or
market rates will be applied to
the monies in arrears.
Students of Hastings between
1977 and 1987 will be given an
opportunity to file claims
against the fund for reimbursement. The details of who exactly will be eligible for
reimbursement, and how the
process will be effected, have
yet to be determined.
Mter all proper parties have
been compensated, excess funds
will become part of the principal of the trust fund, to be reinvested for the benefit of future
students.
Background
The misappropriations in
question were made during the
1970's to partially fund the
"Hastings Law Center" project.
The Hastings Law Center was
the original plan to develop the
Hastings "West Block," which
consists of the area bounded by
McAllister, Hyde, Golden Gate
and Larkin streets.
The project called for the development of the West Block in
three stages. The first stage,
the 200 McAllister building,
was successfully completed in
1980. The second stage, a sixstory building facing Golden
Gate Avenue now referred to as
the Golden Gate Building, will
house academic offices if completed . Plans call for excess
space to be leased to governmental and commercial enterprises. The third stage, which
was to have been an open plaza
on the southwest corner of the
West Block, was abandoned.
The misappropriations occurred when monies from certain "Foundation Funds," that
is, funds from private as opposed to government sources,
were used to purchase various
parcels of realty in the West
Block. According to an internal
audit prepared by Deloitte ,
Haskins and Sells in November
1979, Hastings inappropriately
applied monies from 63 of its 89
restricted funds to the Law
Center Project. A restricted
fund is one which may be used
only for the purpose established
by its donor. Restricted funds at
Hastings consist of loan funds
(funds to be loaned to students),
endowment funds (funds to be
permanently invested so that
income from the investments
can be used for the purposes
specified by the donors), scholarship funds (funds to provide

Above: Artist's model of proposed West Block development.
Below: Corresponding diagram indicating present structures and proposed future construction,
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student scholarships), and other funds.
The audit found that "advances from ... restricted current funds, endowment funds,
and loan funds have been made
to the Law Center project
($599,768) and to certain other
Foundation current funds
($452,960). Such advances were
expended for College purposes
other than those designated by
donors or established by the
Board of Directors (approximately $900,000 in connection
with the Law Center project).
These advances were made
without designating interest
rates or repayment terms and
without identifying sources of
funds for repayment."
In response to the 1979 Deloitte audit, the Hastings Board
of Directors voted to repay the
funds at 7 percent interest. At
that time, however, US. T-Bills
were earning 12.1 percent.
Since the above matters were
internal, the Attorney General
had no knowldege of any wrongdoing.
In early 1986 a tenant in one
of Hastings' apartment buildings complained to the city
about a leaky roof. Hastings replied to the San Francisco
building inspector that Hastings had no obligation under
municipal laws to fix the leak,
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and that the UC Regents have
no control over Hastings activities either.
Assemblyman Art Agnos introduced legislation to remove
Hastings' constitutIOnal exemption!' from municipal zoning
and planning laws. Apparently
contacted by the tenant with
the leaky roof, Assemblyman
Art Agnos requested the Califorma Auditor General to investigate Hastings' management
activities. The Auditor General's Report, in the course of its
investigation of Hastings'
apartment management, discovered the West Block misapproriations.
Auditor General's Report
The October 1986 Report
found that Hastings still owns
four West Block properties acqwred in the mid-seventies for
which there are no development
plans: an apartment building
on Larkin Street, two apartment buildings on McAllister
Street, and a residential hotel/
restaurant on McAllister
Street. These properties were
the ones which v\lOuld have been
torn down to construct the open
plaza. From July 1981 to October 1986, expenses for these
properties have exceeded receipts by $142,933. The report
calculated that if these properties had been privately owned,

the city and county of San
Francisco would have received
$275,000 m property tax revenue. Hastings is exempt from
such taxes because it is a state
organization.
The Report also indicated
that Hastings used about $1.05
million dollars in restricted
funds, 45 percent of the total restricted funds available, to purchase West Block properties.
According to the Auditor General "the use of income from the
endowment funds for this purpose is clearly Improper; mcome
from endowment funds IS to be
used only for the purposes specified by the donors, such as
scholarships and student
loans."
As a result of this improper
use, the Auditor General found
that $820,000 in income was
unavailable for scholarships
and student loans . About
$272,000 of this total was accrued income (earnings generated by prior investments
which should have been paid
out to beneficiaries), which was
used to purchase West Block
property (a capital expenditure). An additional $390,000
was owed because the seven
percent interest, which the
Board voted in 1979 to pay for
the use of the misappropriated
funds, had for the most part not

been paid. As of fiscal year
1985-1986, only $75,000 to
$82,000 of debt service had
been made. Lastly, because 7
percent was a below market interest rate, about $162,000 was
lost as the difference between
T-Bill investments for the same
period over the seven percent
interest actuallv earned by the
funds.
Finally, the Report mdlcated
that Hastings does not regularly perform or arrange for
health, safety and fire mspections of its buildings.
The Report made three recommendations. First, Hastings
should sell the four properties
on McAlhster and Larkin
Streets and use the proceeds to
reimburse the restricted funds .
Second, Hastings should in the
future adhere to restrictions
placed on donated funds. Finally, the College should arrange
for regular inspections of its
properties.
Hastings characterized the
Auditor General's findings as
"inaccurate" and "misleading."
It called the recommendation to
sell West Block properties "unwarranted" because all the
properties are furthering Hastings' "Iegitunate objectives."
Hastings insists that the properties are prudent investments
and that in any event it is exempt from state law requlrmg
state agencies to dispose of surplus property. Furthermore, the
College believes that no student
need for financial assistance
"has gone unrnet." Former Dean
Prunty also defended the investments, stating that capitalIzmg endowment funds is not
an improper use.
Following the release of the
Auditor General's report, questions regarding the responsibilIty for authorizing the
inappropriate use of funds
arose. According to the the Deloitte audit, "the minutes of the
Board of Directors and its Committees do not indicate approval of such advances. " The
Auditor General'li report stated
that according to chairman
Dobbs and General Counsel
Max Jamison, both of whom
were members of the Board
during the time that the funds
were used to acquire real property, the actions were made unilaterally by then Dean Marvin
Anderson . Anderson claimed
that the allegation was "a dastardly lie .... They're lying
through their teeth . Can you
imagine a board of directors
that's so blind and incompetent
that they wouldn't know what's
going on in their own financial
structure? They have the financial reports all the time. They
have a fiduciary responsibility
to know what's going on "
The Attorney General's office
initiated its investigation when
it became aware of the Auditor
General 's Report. According to
Kornblum, the Auditor General's report indicated a "classic
breach of trust. It's black letter
law."
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